EGSA Meeting Minutes
Meeting Date: 6th June 2003
Location: Dean’s Conference Room

- Meeting started at 3.05 PM
- Feedback on EGSA picnic day received.
- Unanimous agreement among the officers on the event being called a successful one.
- Planning on arranging a similar event during the fall semester, this time around the student center.
- Bill to find out if it is permissible for student organizations to have such events near the student center.
- Event will be targeted as a Fund-raising event for the organization.
- Colored coupons to be used to facilitate fast & rapid catering of food to the students during the event.
- Prices on the food for the event yet to be determined.
- Updates on the Intramural Soccer League
- Suggestions on organizing seminars & lectures with BMES
- Discussion on having a EGSA Dinner Club in order to explore the different hangouts around Detroit and experience the diverse cuisine available in the city.
- This was seen as a chance for the members to interact with each other and also know more about the city, especially for the international students.
- Discussion on the EGSA Cedar point trip.
- Next meeting scheduled for the 20th June 2003, 3.00 PM. Location TBA.
- Meeting adjourned at 4.15 PM